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Sportsmen of the First Wildlift
District will meet in the Gym
nasium of the Mayfield High Schod
in Mayfield, on Thursday night,
June 13, at 7:45 Central Daylight
Saving Time to select a list of
candidates for the position of Fish
and Wildlife Resources Commission member, Minor Clark, commissioner of the Department, has
announced.
Five candidates will be selected
by the sportsmen assembled one
of which will be named by the governor to serve a four year term on
the Commission. The present commissioner's term expires in August. Present Commissioner is
Boyce McElya, Paducah, who is
eligible for reappointment. Only
those sportsmen residing in counties comprising the First Wildlife
District are eligible to vote. Those
counties are: Fulton, Hickman,
Carlisle,
Ballard,
McCracken,
Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Livingston, Lyon, Trigg, Caldwell,
Crittenden and Christian.

Stunned by the latest tragedy of the shooting of
presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy, following his primary victory in California, a Nation must
now face the awesome questions that this new calamity imposes.
Are we,as Americans, capable of the tolerance
and patience and intellect that the search of a
wholesome and harmonious life demands?
Are we capable of the honor and concepts of
dignity and decency and brotherhood on which our
Nation was founded?
Running through the private and public comments here on Wednesday was this theme: that this
decent country has again been made to look uncivilized; that there is a kind of rebellion in the land
against law and good faith and that private anger
and sorrow are not enough to redeem the events of
the past few horrendous hours.
The American people have seen on television
again scenes that illustrate the dualism of American life, the nobility on one hand when Kennedy
faced a Nation In gratitude for his victory in California, and within a few short moments the brutality of a shooting that leaves all of us in a state of fear
and shock.

Park Director
Reveals Duties
Of Attendants
Virgil Yates, City Park Director,
has announced the schedule of duties that he and his assistants will
follow this summer. They are as
follows:
Virgil Yates, 1 p. m. Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday. On
Wednesdays 1 to 5 p. m.
Cheryl Underwood, 1 p. m. to 10
p. m. Mondays and Thursdays; 1
p. m. Tuesdays and Wednesdays,
and Friday.
Tom Nanney, 9:00 a. m. to 1 p.
m. Mondays through Fridays. 7 to
p. m. Mondays, Tuesday, Thursdays.
Dale Yates - 4 to 7 p. m. Mondays, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday.

At home and abroad another obstacle has been
thrown into the pathway of peace in our time. The
makeshifts and compromises of our era seem to be
falling apart at the seams.
Bobby Kennedy,like his brothd the late President whose inimitable intellect was also destroyed
by an aRsassin's bullet, was a symbol of hope topillions of Americans who wanted to hear him, to follow him,to touch him.
And now that hope has been banished, and
with it comes a kind of fear and a brand of hopelessness, that will take generations to revitalize.

Millions of words will be written, in sparkling
rhetoric and simple prose but no words can better
define the tragedy of Wednesday better than those
uttered by a friend, when she said:
"Jo, what's going to happen to people like us if
the leaders of our country aren't safe any more?"
I wish I knew. But more than that I wish I had
one small answer.
May God grant peace to Robert Francis Kennedy.

Durbin Cancels Vote
Recount In Primary
Paul Durbin of Fulton, who was
overwhelmed in the May Democratic primary election for U. S.
Congress by Frank Albert Stubblefield of Murray, has withdrawn his
request for a vote recount in three
Filret District counties.
Durbin, whose bid to unseat the
popular Murrayan missed by a total
of.11,921 votes, told the Sun-Democrat Tuesday that he was canceling his request for a recount, despite the fact that he was "curious"
about some machines.
Durbin had formally asked for
the recount Monday in a telegram
to the County C,ourt clerk's office
here. Mrs. Dixie Lee also has
asked for a recount, but it was not
Immediately learned what counties
her request included. Sse has made
the request in McCracken where
she tallied only 284 votes In the

Democratic race for U. S. Senate.
Durbin said he had made his recount request in Henderson and
Logan counties, as well as McCracken. He had earlier said he
was making the request "out of
loyalty" to the people who had
"worked so hard for me" in the
three counties.
Durbin said he had understood
there was to be a recount in the
three counties, anyway, and that
he didn't feel it would be any more
trouble to recount his votes.
Durbin said he didn't expect a
recount to make any change in the
result, but that he felt a better
showing would be "a better reward for the people who worked
so hard for me."
The Fultonian lost in the three
counties by a total of 3,583 votes
(Continued on pope four)
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The face of our Nation and our world is changing all around us.
To people of intelligence and humanity the
sicknesses which beset our body politic, the rancors
that divide Americans and friends and neighbors,
into glaring, hostile camps are evils that are becoming so insidious that they cannot be viewed as anything but the costs that will eventually destroy
mankind itself.

I have talked with and been on more than casual terms with Bobby Kennedy. I know him to be
the kind ,of a man who is sincere in his efforts to
bind up the wounds of his world and his time, and
to heal the divisions that separate man from man.
But even if this were not so, I would agree with
Walter Lippman when he wrote many years ago in
"The Decay of Decency of the Modern Age," that
"the treatment of human beings as things, as the
mere instruments of power and ambition is without
doubt the consequence of the decay of the belief in
man as something more than an animal animated
by highly conditioned reflexes and chemical reaction."

ES

Good Springs Church
Dedication June 16
"... Are we capable of the... dignity, and decency and brotherhood.-

B&PW Meets;
Hears Reports
Mrs. Ramelle Pigue, newlyelected president, was in charge
of the meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club Tuesday night, which was held at Park
Terrace.
Reports of the State Convention,
held recently in Owensboro, were
given by Mrs. Pigue, Miss Anna
Lou Caldwell, Mrs. Jetta Speight
and Mrs. Lorene Harding.
Mrs. Speight, outgoing chairman
of the Emblem Committee, was in
charge of the program and was
assisted by Mrs. Rita Adams, Mrs.
Anna Belle Edwards, Mrs. Lorene
Harding, Mrs. Jewell McLain and
Miss Elizabeth Wilkins. They explained the meanings of the various symbols which make up the
emblem.
In addition to members, three
guests were present, Mrs. Ruth
Blaylock, Mrs. Abertine Carver
and Mrs. Johnnye Adams.

Area Leaders Meet To Discuss Means
For Improving Highway 94 Traffic
Business leaders of Murray, Fulton and Cadiz met
in a called session Wednesday, May 29th to discuss the
badly needed improvement of Highway 94, and a new
organization was formed to promote the project.
The three-city group met at the Holiday Inn in
Murray as guests of the Peoples Bank and the Bank of
Murray. Joe Dick and Glen Doran Presidents of the
banks were co-hosts, with Mr. Doran serving as toastmaster.
As stated in the call for the meeting, the purpose of the project is
to foster and consider the need for
a direct route from connectors at
Fulton to Cadiz and the Land Between the Lakes via Murray and
Highway 94.

R. Jeffress, Fulton Bank and L. M.
McBride, City National Bank.
From Cadiz were, Brent D.
Thompson, Trigg County Farmers
Bank; Billy Burke, Burke-Thomas
Company, Lynn Bailey, Bailey
Lumber Company; and W. J. HopThe representaiives from Fulton son, Mayor of Cadiz.
were M. F. Dade Contractor, M. From Murray, in addition to Mr.

Doran and Mr. Dick; Holmes Ellis,
Mayor; R. E. Moyer, President of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
Thomas B. Hogancamp, Murray
State University and Murray Planning and Zoning Commission; Luther Robertson, Murray Wholesale
Grocery and Chairman of the Board
of the Bank of Murray; and Max
B. Hurt, President of the Murray.
Calloway County Industrial Foundation.
Special guests of the group were
Robert M. Howes and R. H. Douglas, Land Between the Lakes; State
Representative Charlie Lassiter
and State Senator Pat M. McCuistoa.
Mr. Howes spoke in detail on
TVA plans to upgrade Highway 68
'Continued on Page Fear)

The dedication of the new Good
Springs Presbyterian Church, south
of Dukedom, will be held on Sunday
afternoon, June 16, instead of on
June 9, as previously announced.
The church was completely destroyed by fire last winter and the
new church is now being used.
Rev. Oren Stover is the minister.

Interested In Summer
Reading? Library Calls
All children interested in a summer reading program are asked to
report as follows:
Fulton—Fulton Library Tuesday,
June 11, 2:00 p. m.
Hickman — Hickman Library,
June 12, 2:00 p. m.
Fulton County—Visit book mobile
at any of its stops.
McCARTHY TRANSFERRED
Bill McCarthy, manager of the
local Swift Plant for the past 2Va
years has been transferred to
Tulsa, Oklahoma. There will be no
resident manager at the local
plant.

Ready Smile, Willingness To Help,Brought Honor To David Dunn
by Cathy Hyland
Every school in the United States
has students who are outstanding
in their own individual fields, but
there are not many high schools
fortunate enough to have within
their student bodies a person who
excels in everything he attempts.
However, this has been the case at
Fulton High School for the past
four years, for David Dunn has
done just that - he has been outstanding in everything he has done.
David began his freshman year
the right way. He learned to study
intensely, with his mind on the
subject, and, therefore, he was
awarded a monogram each year In
high school. He also learned what
it meant to work as a team by parUrinating in sports. He was on the
football team all four years in high
school, the track team for two
years, and the basketball team hia
freshman year. For his outstanding

contribution to the athletic teams,
David was elected a member of the
Bulldog Club, an honorary club for
athletes who have proven their excellence in sports.
David quickly learned that
"leadership develops after, not before, you can follow through with
an assignment." After working on
The Kennel his sophomore and
junior years, he was selected coeditor his senior year. His classmates discovered his leadership
ability and elected him to a class
office three years. Two of those
years, his sophomore and senior
years, he served as president of the
class.
He was also elected to club offices. Members of a newly-formed
math club, Mu Alpha Theta, chose
him president and National Honor
Society members selected him
vice-president of their club. He was
also a member of Quill and Scroll,

an international honorary journalism society.
David's ready smile and willingness to help others gained him
popularity among his friends. His
classmates selected him as the
candidate for Mr. VHS his sophomore year. In his senior year he
was chosen "FHA Sweetheart" by
members of Vie Future Homemakers of America.
David's senior year was a fitting climax to four years of hard
work. The faculty named him
"Outstanding Teen-Ager of FHS".
He was also selected the recipient
of the Citizenship Award. The 1958
Gr-r-rowl stated about the Citizenship Award: 'To be a recipient of
the Citizenship Award the student
must have above-average grades,
David Dunn and Fulton High's midis teacher, Mrs. Judith Gathers.
but his willingness in school participation is a more determining look pleased after learning of David's high seers one national mathefactor. The boy and the girl, then,
matics teat that was taken by David and David Winston, at right.
(Continued on Pape Four)
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"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate to prefer
the latter."
—THOMAS JEFFERSON

If I could hear you whisper
A tender little word,
'Twould be the sweetest music
A woman ever heard.

Reuther's Cradle-to-the-grave Socialism
Would Be Final Blow To Free Enterprise
The proposal by the United Auto
Workers Union and its president, Walter P. Reuther to establish an "economic bill of rights" is as galling as it
is ambitious.
Not content with attempts to get
a guaranteed annual wage from employers of the 1.4 million members of
the UAW Reuther is now trying to secure job sanctity for every worker in
America with the federal government
underwriting assurance.
To accomplish this, Reuther proposes an amendment to the United
States Constitution, which would "establish the constitutional right of all
Americans to a useful job, if they are
able and willing to work, with the federal government acting as the employer of last resort."
It would guarantee all Americans
an income sufficient "to support themselves and their families in decency
and dignity in accordance with standards prevailing at the time, if they
are unemployed."
In addition, the plan calls for
creation of a national health service
and a guaranteed annual income "sufficient to provide (persons) adequate
living standards, if they are unable to
work, either through the negative income tax program or some other appropriate means instead of the obsolete and degrading welfare system currently in effect."
The problem with this is that once
such a system was implemented it
would soon become nearly impossible
to distinguish the "can't work" from
the "won't work."

If a man is assured of an income
whether he works or not, what's the
point of working? As for the "degrading welfare system currently in effect," isn't what Reuther proposes just
a substitution of terms?
And who would determine what
was a decent and dignified income?
Would it be at the top of the nation's
pay scale or at the bottom?
Reuther's proposed "economic bill
of rights" is wrong for a variety of
other reasons.
The Constitution does not and
should not guarantee a job for every
American. This document properly
guarantees only that every citizen has
the right freely to seek employment.
Reuther's scheme not only would
tamper with individual liberty—employers conceivably could be forced to
create jobs for anyone who applied—
but would be an economic nightmare.
All those workers unable to be absorbed by private industry would go
on the federal payroll.
The result would be a colossal
welfare state which would make today's relief doles seem puny by comparison.
Like all such grandiose designs
for a "perfect" world, Reuther's fails to
specify who would pay for it all.
To be sure, he places the burden
on the federal government, but all federal government revenues come from
taxpaying citizens.
Fteuther's cradle-to-the-grave brand
of socialism would be the final blow
that could kill free enterprise in America.

ning. Immediately, pressure groups
from most communities where
small schools existed, fearing that
their schools would be phased out,
brought pressure on the committee
to do nothing that would interfere
with their school. Pressure was so
great that long range planning was
discontinued and a decision to do
only urgently needed maintenance
to all schools was made.
In Februazy of 1967 the School
Board, still dissatisfied with failure
in their efforts to make long range
plans for Obion County Schools,
was informed of the possibilities of
receiving funds from Title III,
ESEA.
The Obion County Board of Education believes:
(1) That very rarely does the
average citizen who does not serve
on a school board or other decision
making body involved in school affairs, have more than superficial
understanding of the educational
programs.
(2) That the scholastic population

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. dub
Items must be signed but
name will be omitted trout
publication it requested.

Sacred Heart School
Hickman, Ky.
June 1, 1968
Dear Mr. Westpheling:

You never think to say it Your love's a proven sum.
(0, tell me every time you go
And every time you come!)

Thank you so very much for
coming to the dinner at the Holiday
Inn last Monday night.
We appreciate all the pictures
you took - the article and pictures
in your paper were excellent. You
have much to be proud of. I have
heard so many people comment on
such a good paper you put out.
Be assured of our prayers for
you.
May God bless you.

You take me quite for granted A picture on the wall;
I need a reassuring touch
To know I'm there at all.

Sister Patricia

My heart in exultation
Would rise on airy wings
Ill could only hear you say
The tender little things.

PARK CONTAINS REPLICAS

Louise Moss Montgomery

I

FULTON'S

IJbncncy Conmem
By Brenda Rowlett

Books for young people;
THE BLACK PEARL, by Scott
O'Dell. Ramon Salazar grew up
knowing many things. Some were
true facts, like the fact that one
day he would become a partner
with his father, pearling the waters
of Baja California. Some were not
facts, like the stories his mother
told him about the Manta Diablo,
the MONSTER of the sea.
THE MUTINEERS, by Richard
Armstrong .There were fifteen boys
all "delinquent," all teenagers,
bound for resettlement in Australia.
Once the idea of escape occurred to
them, it was not long before they
managed to hijack their ship and
take off for a remote island. Here,
they thought, they would at last be
free of the hated conventions.
GRIMBOLD'S OTHER WORLD,
by Nicholas S. Gray. Muffler was
a foundling, discovered as a baby
in a hen's nest. Simon the farmer
and his wife Meg took the infant in,
and as he grew older, he helped
with the animals on the farm and
herded the flock of goats. That was
of Obion County is declining each the daytime world—happy and
year in most elementary schools. safe. But things were different at
(3) That many students are not night.
THE SWING IN THE SUMMERachieving to their potential.

Population Shifts Bring Many School Changes;
Evaluation Necessary For Progress, Efficiency
"Changes brought about by
population shifts require us to
evaluate our schools," the &rector of the Obion County Education Association's Used Start
Fund told Fulton Rotarians here
May 21st (NEWS, May 23.) Some
of the aspects and problems of
preliminary planning on this updating program were contained in
the following report.

FEMININE YEARNING

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

HOUSE, by Jane Langton. KEEP
OUT, said the sign on the summerhouse. But Edward and Eleanor
did not keep out, and as a result
the swing that hung in the summerhouse took them on a series of extraordinary journeys. ,
ELLEN QRAE, by Vara and Bill
Cleaver. Ellen Grae Derryberry is
the kind of girl who takes off her
starched petticoat when she get to
school and stuffs it in her desk because she doesn't like crinkly
things against her. She is an exciting, if sometimes baffling girl, who
tells weird stories about people she
has known, such as the man who
was asphyxiated because he kept
his car windows closed in the summer so that people would think he
had an air-conditioned car.
DARKNESS OVER THE LAND,
by Martha Bennett Stiles. Mark
Elend — young, impressionable,
needing to "belong" — yearned to
wear the striking black uniform of
the Nazi youth movement, the
Jungvolk. Obedient to the authorities of school and state, Mark
couldn't understand the strange
contradictions between what he

Lincoln Homestead State Park,
Springfield, contains replicas of the
cabin in which Abraham Lincoln's
father was reared and the cabin
in which the President's parents
were married.

learned from his Nazi teachers and Egypt! It promised to be the most
what his parents said, in guarded exciting thing that had ever haptones, at home.
pened to Bess. Pyramids, mysterious nomads, camel rides, so many
THE HOUSE AND HIS CHILD,
things to see and to try — if only
by Russell Hoban. "What are we,
Bess were a little braver, a little
Papa?" the toy mouse child asked
less awkward, a little less vulnerhis father. "I don't know," the
able.
father answered. "We must wait
ELLI OF THE NORTHLAND, by
and see." So begins the story of a
tin father and son who dance under Margaret Ruthin. Eli Sara knows
a Christmas tree until they break something is wrong when she sees
the ancient clockwork rules and her brother Johan leave their tent
are themselves broken. Thrown and ski toward the spot where she
away, then rescued from a trash is watching the reindeer herd. Eli
can and repaired by a tramp, they has always lived in cold, demandset out on a perilous odyssey to ing Lapland with her grandparents
follow the child's dream of a fami- and brother. She has always
thought her parents dead.
ly and a place of their own.
WHEN THE PIE WAS OPENED,
MOUNT JOY, by Daisy Newman. Her first semester at college, Jean Little. The poems in this
book
were chosen for inclusion beMaria loved Medieval history hated
math, and wondered why her room- cause they spoke to others, too.
Now
they
will bring pleasure and
mate, Lonsie, dated and she
couldn't. Her second semester, she appreciation to all those who earlier
continued to love history and hate have read Jean Little's books.
math, but Jim came along to help
RICKETY RACKETY ROOSTher with math and to expect more ER, by Jan Wahl. On the side
of a
of her than she wanted to give.
high, steep hill was perched a tumble-down farm. There the grass
EARLY THUNDER, by Jean
grew slanting and apples spilled out
Fritz. The time is 1775, when early
of the apple trees, rolling with the
thunder rumbled over Massachusetts, thunder before the corning rest of the crops higgledy piggledy
storm of the Revolutionary War. down to the very next farm where
The place is Salem—for a brief the farmer, farmer Cronk, got rich
strategic period the capital of the from catching everything.
colony. The hero is fourteen-yearUNCLE FONZO'S FORD, by
old Daniel West—a boy with a de- Miska Miles. Effie Riddle wished
cision to make.
with all her heart that Uncle Fonzo
were anyone's wade rather her
BESS AND THE SPHINX, by own.
Everything he touched was
Elizabeth Coatsworth. A trip to certain
to go wrong.

(4) That some of the schools
have already declined in size to
served to guests,seated at card tables. At
the point that the cost of truly efthe close of the
bridge games Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., was
fective education programs for
awar(led high
their students would be overscore prize for all the players, Mrs. J. C.
Scruggs
whelming.
high scorer for the Friday Night Club, Mrs. L. was
V. Free-(5) That educational change of
man high scorer for the Tuesday Afternoon
any kind is regarded with suspiSummary of a report by Mr. C.
Club, and
Mrs.
J.
H.
Maddox received high guest and travel prize.
cion.
D. Parr, Obion County Superintendent of Schools to the Superinten(6) That no one in Obion County
dent's Study Council, Fall 1967.
is interested in change for the sake
A reunion of the Brown family was held
Early in 1966 the Obion County
June 4, 1948
of change.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Brow. on May 23 at
Board of Education was faced with
West Street.
(7) That the public is willing to
the problem of spending much
make meaningful changes where
The up-and-coming South Fulton Booster Club This was the fourth annual gathering of the Brown fammoney on major needed repair for
ily
and
those
changes are obviously needed if spread
attending were: Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
a big barbecue at the Country Club grounds last
most of the elementary schools.
they see education in a broader
The School Board decided to take
Thursday for 169 members, wives and guests. Garland Brown and son Ray, Mr. and Mrs. James Brown and
perspective.
son Tommy,Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Johnson and
a good look at the total school proSue EasThe superintendent proposed a Merryman, club president, served as master of ceremongram and to make long range
ley
of Fulton; Mr.and Mrs. Howard Armbruster
project
to
involve
ies.
the citizens (lay
of Murplans for the Obion County Schools.
ray; Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Brown and son
and professional) of Obion County
A committee was appointed from
Frank, Mr.
in
studying
the
many
and
successful
Mrs.
John
the County Quarterly Court to asWith the goal of $2000 reached and more funds still all of Union A. Heatherly and sons Perry and Larry,
educadonal programs now in exsist the School Board in its planCity. At noon a delicious dinner was served.
istence and in comparing them rolling in, plans for
Fulton's new youth center are
with county school programs. As a
Obion Co. Schools Membership Data December
1967 resuk of such study It is hoped that rapidly being translated into action this week. RegistraMiss Bettye Jane Grisham complimented
Schools
Miss JesOrganization
Enrollment the Obion County School Board, tion for membership is now being conducted at the Ful- sie Nell Carter, bride-elect of William
with the advice of an informed ton Woman's Club building,
Sanford Murphy
with
dues
set
at
$1.00
Cloverdale Elementary
per
Sunday
morning with a breakfast. A three-co
citizenry, can determine the direc- year,
1 -8
186
payable in advance.
Dixie Elementary
tions it should take.
was served where places were laid for eight,ursc, menu
1 -8
238
with each
On May 15, 1967, the Board of
Hornbeak Elementary
place marked with attractive place cards and
1-8
246
centered
Education
The
submitted
drive
an
for
application
members
'
Kenton Elementary
1 -6
297 (102) for a grant of $25,000. This grant Mayfield Concert Associat hips in the newly-formed with an old-fashiond bouquet in a blue bowl. The guest
'
ion,
Kenton High School
list
which
included
conclude
the
d
honoree,
last
Mrs. W. L. Carter, Mrs. John
7-12
259 (102) would be used to develop citizens week end, was a big
success, according to Mrs. Elizabeth Lloyd Jones, Jr., Miss Jean Atkins,
Obion Elementary
interest in education. This appli1 -8
283
Miss Wilma Jean
McDade,
cation
Fulton
was
approved.
membership chairman. Around 50 Harris, Miss Sammye Williams, Miss
Obion Co. Central High School 9-12
740
Elizabeth Ann
The Project provides for a staff members were enrolled locally.
Rives
Roper and Miss Grisham.
1 -8
317
of two; a coordinator to head-up
South Fulton Elementary
1-8
the project and one secretary.
698
Miss Peggy Scott has returned to art and advertisSouth Fulton High School
The News baby campaign is still going strong,
Funds for visitation, for consul9-12
311
with
tants, and for a library of profes- ing school in Nashville, after a visit with her mother, the following five having
Troy Elementary
the most votes this week:
1-8
299
sional books, films and other ma- Mrs. Ruth Scott.
Johnnie Mack Luther of Fulton 61,800; Dannie
terials.
Troy
Ray
Special Education
15
ford of Latham 61,550; Neeley Twins of Martin StafIn carrying out this program the
Woodland Mills Elementary 1 - 8
Route
In
a
wedding
263
of simplicity and beauty, Miss Mar- Three 61,525; Margaret Ann Adams
coordinator will attempt to reach
of Fulton 61,425;
garet
Ann
Breeden
all
,
the
daughter
people
Total
by
Sandra
of
Mr.
working
Kay
and
Fulcher
with
exMrs.
Lintzy
of Fulton Route Four 60,775.
Special Education 15
isting organizations over the entire Breeden of Chestnut Glade,
became the bride of James
Total
1-8
3,029
County. Using consultants, films, E. McMinn
, son of Rev. and Mrs. J. F. McMinn of FulTotal
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. V. R. Stephens
visits to other school systems,
9-12
1,208
ansmall discussion groups, talks by ton, on May 30 at the home of the bride's parents. Rev. nounce the birth of a nine-pound
son, born June 1 in
James
local
school
G.
Heisner,
personnel
pastor of the First Baptist Church of Jones Hospital.
and any other
Grand Total Membership
4,252
technique considered appropriate, Fulton, officiated.
Mrs. James Nabors was maid of honor
Source: Pupil Accounting data at the end of the the Project will attempt to inform and Mr. Nabors served as best
man. The couple will be
Mr. and Mrs. Irvan Legans announce the birth of
the lay and professional people of
fourth register month Office of the County Superin- successful
a
at home to their friends at the home of his parents in seven-pound, four-ounce
new school programs.
girl, born May 31 in Jones
tendent of Schools, Dec., 1967.
News letters, the radio, and the Fulton.
Hospital
.
press are also most linPOrtani to
'Kenton Elementary and High School under one the success of this project
and will
Mrs, M. C. Nall was gracious hostess to a luncheon
administrator, Every other school is a separate adminis- be used as a means a( teaching a
Carl Hastings, L. C. Adams, Hunter Whitesell afid
larger number of Ob100 County at her home on Third Street, when
Foad
trative unit.
Hamra are in Lexington for the state conventi
she
complim
ented
Citizens,
on
her bridge

club and some guests. A lovely luncheon was of the Elks Lodge. The four are
delegates from Fulton.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett Make
Known Engagement Of Their Daughter, Betty

Union Presbyterian Church Is Lovely Setting
For Ruth Ann Blirnette's Wedding Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robert
Bennett announce the engagement of their daughter Elizabeth
Gay (Bett.y) to Mr. Clifford Miller Dlenny of Lewittgton,. Ken.
tucky, son of Mrs. Collins Denny,
Jr. of Richmond, Virginia and
the late Mr. Denny.
Miss Bennett is a graduate of
Fulton High School, where she
was co-valedictorian of her class.
She is a senior at the University
of Kentucky and will complete
requirements for her degree in
December of this year. She is a
member of Chi Omega Sorority.
Mr. Denny was graduated froth
Woodberry Forest School in Virginia and received his bachelor's
degree in mechanical engineering
from Georgia Institute of Technology. He earned his master's
degree at Purdue University. Mr.
Denny was commissioned in the
army at Fort Sill, Oklahoma and
served two years' active duty in
Germany. He is presently a senior associate engineer at International Business Machines in
Lexington, Kentucky.
Grandparents of the bride-elect
are the late Mr. Hubert Bennett
and the late Mrs. Eva J. Bennett
and the late Mr. and Mrs. G. C.
Richardson.
Mr. Denny's grandparents are
Mrs. John Clifford Miller and
the late Mr. Miller, and the late
Bishop (M. E. C. S.) and Mrs.
Collins Denny, all of Richmond,
The date chosen for the wedding is August 16 at the First
Christian Church of Fulton.
Ruth Ann Burnett°

September Wedding Is Announced Today For
Miss Carbie Lou Bolin. Mr. James Powers
The News takes pleasure in
wishing Happy Birthday to the following friends:
June 8: John A. Green, Walter
Powell, Barry Strong; June 9: Mrs.
J. E. Campbell, Jeff Gilbert, Cindy
Mitchell; June 10: Belinda Newton,
Randy Sisk, Randy White;
June 11: Wilburn Allen, Billy Gilbert, Bobby Powell, Garry Stem,
Mac Wealts; June 12: Charles Sisson; June 13: Teresa Holman.
WADE RECEIVES B. S.
John Thomas Wade received his
B. S. degree at Union University on
June 4th. After graduation, Wade
will teach chemistry and biology in
Charleston, Missouri and will begin work on his Master's Degree.

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Burnette announce the engagement of their daughter, Ruth Ann, to D. Ferderick Fahl,
son of Mr. and Mrs. DeVon W. Fahl of Media, Pennsylvania.
The bride-to-be is a member of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church and graduated from Fulton High
School in 1968. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. C. N. Burnette and of Mrs. Lettie Hicks and
the late Ellis Hicks.
Mr. Fahl graduated from Media High School,
Media, Pennsylvania. He is presently a senior ministerial student at Bethel College, McKenzie, Tennessee, and
is a member of Phi Delta Sigma and Alpha Psi Omega.
He is a member of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. His grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Foster C. Fahl and the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hiem.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 8,
1968, in the Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
No invitations are being sent and all friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
GET ACQUAINTED DAY
A "Get Acquainted" Day was
held at the Fulton Country Club
Tuesday at noon. A pot-luck luncheon was served, and golf and
bridge were enjoyed in the afternoon.

Mrs. Cecil E. Bolin, 218 Commercial Avenue in
Fulton, announces the engagement of her daughter,
Carbie Lou, to James Thomas Powers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Powers of Hickman.
The bride-elect was graduated from Fulton High
School in 1967 and is attending Murray State University, majoring in Art.
The bridegroom-elect was graduated from Fulton
County High School in 1964. He also attends Murray
State University and is majoring in History. He will
graduate in January.
Miss Bolin is the granddaughter of Mrs. Smith Bolin and the late Mr. Bolin of Clinton. Maternal grandparents were the late Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gardner of
Fulton.
Mr. Powers is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Powers of Fulton and the late Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Dodds of Hickman.
Complete plans for a September wedding will be
announced at a later date.

My husband and I went to the
camping ground near the Lincoln
Memorial where the Poor Marchers have built their Washington
home, Resurrection City. The
grounds are beautiful, shaded by
big elms, and the neat plywood
tents, that look like little houses
made of playing cards, are still
being put up to acconunodate more
and more of the marchers. Once
we had passed the sharp young
marshals, who kept asking us if we
had cameras, the atmosphere was
busy, cozy, friendly and very, very
Southern. There are two big tents
lined with plastic for the communal
dining room, and a central office
and stand for a loud speaker.
This is in fact a very large and
visible lobby for the poor, Almost
every section of activity in the
linked States has its representation
In Washington, and now the poor
have theirs. There have been
marches before—the Bonus March
in the 30's and the Freedom March
of 1963, but this is the first time
that hundreds of people are living
right in the heart of the city, for
what looks like an indefinite time.
It will be a miracle if there isn't
trouble because that many men,
women and children living next
door to each other in the open with
little planned activity la an explosive situation in itself. Think of
how the Army has to dream up
drills and inspections to keep sol-

diers busy!
So many of the people we spolic
to were hopeful. They felt that they
had done a great thing in corning
so far away from home to show
and tell Congress directly of their
needs and their hopes for the fu.
ture. But I fear that, not having.
leader like Dr. King, the organization seems to be uncertain, and it
will be difficult without continuing
effective leadership to properly
present their case, and to stir the
country the way the Freedom
March did in 1963. Nevertheless, in
this movement there is a big lesson to be learned. The surprise uprisings in France show us all too
clearly what happens when people
feel that they have no voice either
in their government or their unions
and because of frustration take direct action.
Senator Brooke asked Senator
Cooper and Senators Hart, Percy,
Javits, Clark, Harris and Muskie
and eight members of the House to
have informal talks with Dr. Abernathy and the other leaders of the
March, but so far, except for one
meeting, not much has developed.
There is no small town as gossipy
as Washington, and the newest crystal ball rumor is that the next
President will be a Republican or
Democrat with double consonants
in the last name.
Now that the weather is getting
SO warm and delicious and the

ArlUAL. VISIT
Mrs. Ethel Stark of Livonia,
Mich., is paying her annual visit to
her brother, Don Stark, and wife
on Route 3, Fulton.
NEW FULTONIANS
dr. and Mrs. Russell Ross have
moved to Fulton from Sikeston.
Missouri. The Bosses and their
four children, Bobby Joe, Pattie,
Glenn Ray, and Allen are residing
at 106 Third Street.

vegetables are no longer hot house
grown, salads are such a joy. I had
one for lunch today, and it was so
good that I sin giving you the recipe for the dressing.

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER!
Fonda Adams, valedictorian of
the 1968 graduating class of Fulton
County, has been selected as one
of 20 girls to receive a $300 Future
Homemakers of America scholar.
ship. Fonds plans to enter Murray
State University in September.

Imperial Valley Sly. Chaos*
DresoIng '
1 clove garlic, minced
1 8-oz. pkg, blue cheese
2 cup sour cream
1
/
2 tablespoons garlic wine vinegar
Vs cup buttermilk
2 teaspoon salt
1
I/
1/4 teaspoon white pepper
2 cup salad oil
1
/

HONOR CLUB IN FLORIDA
The Onion County 4-H Honor Club
is on an educational trip to Florida
Ibis week. There are 19 members
and three leaders in the group.

Bennett Receheis FAlleveship
Donald F.. Bennett ,a graduate of
Fulton High School, has been selected for a Research Fellowship
Mash together garlic and blue for the summer session at the Unicheese with a fork. Add sour versity of Kentucky, LerlDaton•
cream and vinegar. Blend in but- Bennett's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
termilk. Add salt, pepper and oil. Raymond Bennett, Route 3, Fulton,
2 cups. Kentucky.
/
Beat vigorously. Makes 2-1

TI-STATC CHAMP!
Betty Vowell won the Tri-State
Golf Championship over 120 other
participants from Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri.

Opportunity Is
Program Topic
Of Homemakers
"Even when opportunity knocks,
a man must still get up and open
the door," was the thought for the
day When the Chestnut Glade
Homemakers Club met in the home
of Mrs. Fred Vaughan for the regular May meeting.
The devotional was given by Mrs.
Johnnie Hazelwood and the song,
"In The Garden," was led by Mrs.
W. C. Morrison.
The roll call was answered by
each member sharing a recipe
using fruits or vegetables which
she had recently used.
A report was given by those who
had worked in the recent cancer
campaign. Plans were made to
visit the Hillview Nursing Home on
June 5.
The vice president presented the
Mrs. Myrtle
project leaders.
Temple gave an interesting talk on
home
management; the
home
furnishing leader, Mrs. V. C. Simpson, reviewed the lesson taught recently by Mrs. Wilson Vaughan on
interior decoration; Mrs. Jim Burke
reported on the craft project. The
recreation was directed by Mrs.
Laverne Owensby.
Refreshments were served to the
members and one welcomed visitor, Mrs. Elwyn Coffman.
The next meeting will be in the
home of Mrs. Laverne Owensby on
June 20 at 1:30 p. m. Visitors are
cordially welcomed.

to help you add
BEAUTY ..
COLOR ..
.
INDIVIDUAUTY

to your kat,

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Commercial Fulton

CLASSIFIED ADS
REGISTER NOW for summer
stenotyping
school - teen-age
graphic, clerk-typist, and SPEED
WRITING shorthand courses
Bruce Business Institute, 308 Poplar, Martin, Tenn. Telephone
587-4011.

DUNN(Conrtinued From Pig* Ons)
who are selected to receive this
award have been chosen because
they seem to best typify loyalty
and school spirit, interests, school
contributions, and academics."
David was named "Star Student
of Fulton County," but his honors
didn't stop there. With a scholastic
average of 2.9459 out of a possible
3.0000, he became the valedictorian
of the Class of 1968.
His outside activities also include
scouting. As a member of Troop
42, he was a delegate to the
World's Fair. He is now an Eagle
Scout.
David received the Kennel Award
on Honor's Day for his outstanding
job as co-editor of the 1967-68 Kennel.
David received an appointment
to the Naval Academy at Annapolis, but has chosen to further
his education at Purdue University,
under a Navy program.
He was chosen "Most Likely to
Succeed" in his class, and this
young man, with his ability and
eagerness to learn and achieve,
certainly fits that description.

DURBIN(Contireemd from Page One)
with the widest margin coming in
McCracken where Stubblefield outnumbered him by 2,107 votes-4,134
to 1,927.
Durbin tallied 796 votes in Henderson County as compared to 846
for Stubblefield. He was defeated
in Logan by 1,406 votes with 562
votes to 1,968 for Stubblefield.
A spokesman for the County
Court clerk's office here today said
that since a recount will be made
for Mrs. Lee, the votes would also
be recounted for Durbin, despite
the fact he has withdrawn his request.
Under Kentucky election laws, a
candidate has 96 hours in which to
ask for a recount of votes.
Durbin, emphasizing that he was
"not trying to be a bad loser,"
said he had already sent his congratulations to Stubblefield and
that he was now in the midst of
trying to decide on his future. He
said he still hasn't decided whether
to return to his private law practice.
TEAC:IERS IN TRAINING
Sandra Cash, Joan Taylor, Hazel
Johnson, Beveily McKinney, Ann
Wilbourn, and Cathy Chambers of
Fulton, and Mrs. William Amberg,
Moses, Freda Klutts,
Blanche
Brenda Adams, Diane George and
Charlotte Nicholson of Hickman are
among the eighteen teachers and
assistant teachers who are in training for a two month Summer HeadStart Program. The training program takes place at Murray State
University.

"Thank You
Fellow Kentuckians"
Marlow W.Cook

..0.1 bar b
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BANKING SCHOOL
Kenneth Crews, vice-president of
the City National Bank, Fulton,
Kentucky is among 882 bankers attending the 19th annual School of
Banking of the South being held in
Baton Rouge at Louisiana State
University. Classes covering advanced study in all phases of banking, economics, and finance will
continue for two weeks.
BOYD AT BOYS' STATE
Bob Boyd, South Fulton's representative to Tennessee's Boys'
State, is in Cookeville, Tennessee
this week attending the "Mythical
51st State." Bob is sponsored by
the South Fulton Booster Club.
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PREACHING CHRIST
JUNE 2-9th
NIGHTLY

SUNDAY

7:30

Morning Bible
Study 10:00
Worship
10:50

Sun. - San.
TRINE STARNES
Sonny Shearin, Director of Music

Trine Starnes, Guest Evangelist

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL - MON.- FRI. 9:00 - 11:00 A. M.

CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Second & Carr Streets
A Hearty Welcome Awaits Youl

Funeral services for Miss Lola
Homra will be held this (Thursday) afternoon at 2:00 o'clock
in
Trinity
Episcopal Church
Burchell of
with
Rev. Bob
Murray officiating. Burial will be
in Fairview Cemetery. Hornbeak
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements and friends may call
at the funeral home.
Miss Homra, 63, died Tuesday
morning, June 4, at her home, 207
Norman Street, following an illness
of three months.
She was born in Fulton, the
daughter of the late Mose and Lizzie Khourie Homra and was a lifelong resident of Fulton. She attended school at Terry-Norman and
Carr Institute and was for many
years employed at K. Homra's and
The Leader Store.
Surviving are one sister, Mrs.
Foad Homra of Fulton; two nieces,
Mrs. Jean Smith of Fulton and
Mrs. Charles Homra of Murray,
several great nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Linnie Meeker
Mrs. Linnie Stokes Meeker died
Friday, May 31, in Murray-Calloway County Hospital at Murray,
following an extended illness.
Funeral services were held in
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel on
Sunday, June 2, and burial was in
Maplewood Cemetery at Mayfield.
Mrs. Meeker was born in Graves
County, the daughter of the late
J. E. and Charlotte Glass Stokes.
She was married to James H.
Meeker, who died in 1932. She resided on Route 1, Water Valley,
and was a member of the Central
Church of Christ in Fulton.
Surviving are three daughters,
Mrs. Maurine Smith, Jr., of Water
Valley, Mrs. Edith McDougal of
Murray and Mrs. Dorothy Phillips
of Chicago; two sons, James Perry
Meeker of Louisville and George
Emil Meeker of Troy, Ohio; one
brother, W. E.(Ed) Stokes of Mayfield, eleven grandchildren and
fourteen great-grandchildren.

Odie Foster Fields, died Monday
morning, June 3, in the Fulton Hospital.
Funeral services were held on
Tuesday, June 4, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, with Rev. D. F.
Caldwell officiating. Burial was in
Enon Cemetery.
Mr. Fields, 82, was a retired
farmer and resided at 301 Seventh
Street in Fulton. He was born in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son of
the late James Polk and Anna
Elizabeth Watson Fields, and had
lived in and near Fulton for the
past 36 years. He was a member
of the Primitive Baptist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lucille Prince Fields; two sons, Leon
Fields of Fulton and Dallas Fields
of Smyrna, Ga.; one daughter,
Miss Alice Fields of Fulton; one
brother, Edward Fields of Como,
Tenn., and five grandchildren.

Mrs. Lula Baker
Funeral services for Mrs. Lula
Jordan Baker will be held this
(Thursday) afternoon at three
clock in VVhitnel Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Jack McClain
officiating. Burial will be in Hailer's Chapel Camp Ground Cemetery. Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Baker, 86, died at 9:15
p. m., Tuesday, June 4, in the Tinton Hospital, following a long illness.
She was born in Bolivar, Tenn.,
and was a member of the Concord
Baptist Church at Bolivar. She lived on Route 3, Fulton.
Surviving are three daughters,
Mrs. Earl Robey of Route 3, Fulton, Mrs. Henry Grissom of Fulton
and Mrs. Mary Lou Mqore of Chicago; one half-brother, Alfred Taylor of Bolivar, and twelve grandchildren.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
June 5:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Donnie Smith, Daisy Noonan,
Mrs. Ron Laird, Mrs. Elizabeth
Shankle, Fulton; Virginia Knuckles, Mrs. Russell Boaz, Mrs. Thomas Patey and baby, Mac Pruett,
Mrs. Alvin Thorpe, Mrs. Loris Huffine, Mrs. Preston Eddington,
South Fulton; Mrs. Charles Elliott, Route 4Z- Fulton; Mrs. Guy
Dyer, Mrs. J. H. Vaughan, Water
Valley; Mrs. Flavie Johnson, Route
3, Martin; Mrs. Claudia Morefield,
Hickman; Mark Byars, Dukedom;
Mrs. J. D. Campbell, Clinton; Mrs.
Joe McClain, Route 1, Clinton;
Mrs. Perry Strong, Milburn; Roy
McDaniel, Union City; Mrs. Robert Gross, Route 4, Union City.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Pearl Polsgrove, Cleveland
Bard, Mrs. Edna Drewry, Mrs.
Mary Boaz, H. E. Morrow, Mrs.
Pantholia Hutcherson, Mrs. Daisy
Bard, Mrs. Odell Wells, Mrs. Lola
Howard, J. 0. Lewis, Mrs. Bertie
Howard, Fulton; Aubrey Frields,
Gardiner Whitlock, Miss Juanita
Gambill, Mrs. Marjorie Pennington, Mrs. Carmen Moss, South Fulton; Mrs. Elizabeth Reams, Fulton
Route; Mack Brown, Mrs. Mary
Brown, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Robbie Clark, Mrs. Ruby Phillips, Mrs.
Hattie Witherspoon, Route 3, Fulton; James McDaniel, John Brown,
William Rozzell, Mrs. Lurline
Lusk, Route 4, Fulton; Jim Burke,
Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Hera Pillow,
Mrs. Nellie Choate, Miss Docie
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Wess Watts,
Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Sarah Haynes, Lisa Poyner, Water Valley;
Mrs. Lucille Gardner, Route 1,
Water Valley; Mrs. Nora LeCornu,
Bill Matthews, Mrs. Rita Sargent,
Dukedom; Mrs. Sarah Johnson,
Hickman; J. R. Davie, Route 4
Hickman; Mrs. Radie Carter, Clinton; Mrs. Grace Inman, Route 3,
Clinton; Glenn Scott, Oakton; Charley Johnson, Route 3, Martin.
BROWN IN QUITO
Mandel Brown, Fulton High
hand director, is in Quito, Ecuador.
Mr. Brown will be in Ecuador for
approximately a month.

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Puhen
Phone 479-11164
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tile
-Downs and McGee Carpe1ing
-Upholstering, Modern
Antique
-Viking Kitchen CerPetbili
-Jim Merlin Paints

HIGHWAY 94-

Odie Fields

Lola Homra
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(Continued from Page Due
as the main East-West corridor to
the Land Between the Lakes, and
of the importance of its intersection with 453, the north-south artery serving the vast recreation
area.
Mr. Thompson and his associates from Cadiz expressed keen
interest in the possibility of a
highway from Fulten, connecting
with Interstate 24 and the proposed
Southern Parkway from Somerset
to 1-24, with Cadiz the intersector
point. The proposed Southern
Parkway would roughly parallel
Highway 80.
Dr. Hogancamp emphasized the
value of such a road from the
standpoint of the many benefits to
Murray State University and the
student body. Mayor Ellis pointed
out that such a highway would
coincide with plans now underway
for street improvements in Murray. Mr. Moyer and Mr. Robertson
stressed the value of such a direct
route from the Southwest to the
Cadiz area to commercial and in-

Axe

dustrial development of Western
Kentucky.
Both Representative Lassiter and
Senator McCuiston pledged their
approval and active support to the
project.
After a round-table discussion
every person present was asked to
give his opinion, it was agreed to
organize a Highway 94 Association
for the purpose of securing the development of a high type road from
Fulton to Cadiz.
Mr. Doran appointed a steering
committee tq lay plans for the organization and development of the
project. He named Rollin Shaw,
City Manager of Fulton, Brent
Thompson of Cadiz and Robert M.
Howes of TVA to the committee.
It was generally agreed by those
present that efforts to upgrade
Highway 94, would in no way obstruct or hinder the development of
the Highway 80 committee's work
on Southern Parkway. It was felt
that the new direct route to Fulton
traffic
would
Southwest
and
strengthen the case for the Southern Parkway.

DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

IVY FUITON 111•WA.

OPEN
EVERY NIGHT

ALWAYS TWO FEATURES
THURS.,FRI., SAT., JUNE 6 - 7 - 8
John Wayne, Robert Mitchum

Robert Stack, Elke Sommer

El Dorado

The Corrupt Ones

SUN., MON.,TUES.,WED., JUNE 9, 10, 11, 12
Sidney Poitier, Rod Steiger

In The Heat of the Night

David Janssen

Warning Shot
In Technicolor

Keep It Beautiful

NEW PRESIDENT

If America hired people for the job, it would take the
largest sort of army to keep our country free of litter.
But there's no need to hire anyone. It's a job we can
do for ourselves. All of us. Every family that spreads a
picnic lunch. Every boatman who cruises the lakes and
waterways. Every motorist who uses our roads and
highways.
It is the pleasure of the U. S. Brewers Association
each year to give its fullest support to the Keep America
Beautiful Campaign. Remember: Every Litter Bit Hurts.
This is our land. Let's treat it right.

James Butts was recently installed as the new Lions Club president.
Ile succeeds Shelton Owens as the
head of the Lions. Butts formerly
held the position of first vice-president.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION. INC.
P. O. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222

Thur., Fri., Sat., June 6, 7, 8
Double Feature
Starts At Dusk

Battle Beneath The Earth
and
George Hamilton, Marie Laforet

Jack Of Diamonds
Sunday, Monday, June 9, 10
Double Feature
Starts At Dusk
Elvis Presley

Stay Away Joe
and
Rod Taylor, Jill StJohn

The Liquidator
Tues., Wed., June 11, 12
Double Feature
Starts At Dusk

Oh Dad, Poor Dad
and
Jerry Lewis

The Nutty Professor
mmonsommissosow.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Breed to New World Record Holder Beau Ivo, Son of Amour,imported in 1965 from France-1579 lbs. at 365 days of age.

SELLING 100 HALF CHABOLAIS CATTLE
Recorded in AICA with breeding privilege to record price, bull
($255,000.00)"Beau Ivo", limit two vials per cow. Yearling weight is
60% inherited.

CONTRACT OFFERED: For Beau Ivo heifer calves from
these cows.$500.00 for each healthy heifer at seven months
of age.
-IN ADDITION, ALSO(1) Will have six commercial bulls
(2) Several high percentage females
(3) Several 3/4 open heifers

TUESDAY,
JUNE 11,10:110 A. M.
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
Auction will be held at West Tennessee Auction Company's modern
,sales pavilion, located 4 miles west of Martin on Highway 22.
This will be ihe &Oh m* in this are* that anyone has had Kw opportunity to purchase
this tYP• of cattle at Public auction. Don't miss this day, June 11. You set the price.

HEALTH CERTIFICATES WITH CATTLE
Sun Downer, Ranch Consignor-Praire Grove, Arkansas

ALEXANDER
AUCTION & REAL:":SALES
MARVIN E. ALE
r
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MASTER'S DEGREE

TENNIS PROGRAM

John Cunningham received his
Master's Degree in Religious Education from the Harding Graduate
School in Memphis on June 1st. Be
is the son of Oliver and Elizabeth
Cuningham, and a graduate of
Fulton High SchooL

Tom Nanney will be the organizer and instructor of the new tennis program which has been added
to this year's Twin Cities Youth
Program. The program will consist of tennis lessons and tennis
tournaments.

Paint-up Fix-up Nowt

Paint-up Flx-up Nowl

Miss Sue Wade, of Louisville,
was a week eno guest in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Caldwell
and other Fulton relatives. Other
guests in the Caldwell home were
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Pierce of
Ole Miss and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Adkins of Cookeville, Term.

V. A. REPI

P. D. Blaylock will graduate first
in his graduating class at the University of Tennessee at Martin on
Friday, June 7, at 2 p. m.

H. S. Miles, contact representative of the Kentucky Disabled Ex.
Service Men's Board, will be in
Fulton at Use Chamber of Corn.
merce from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m.,
Friday, June 14, to assist veterans
and their dependents with claims
for benefits due them as a result of
their military service.

IN HOSPITAL
Mrs. Mildred Freeman is a patient in the Illinois Central Hospital
at Chicago.
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BLAYLOCK FIRST

VISITORS!

PLAY BALL I

PUTMAN CHAIRMAN

The Twin Cities Youth summer
baseball and softball season openMonday. Opening
ed officially
ceremonies were held to introduce
the managers and dedicate the new
concession stand.

Dr. It. V. Putman was electe(
and installed chairman of the of
ficial Board of the First Methodis
Church. He succeeds Dr. R. T
Peterson as chairman, and wil
serve a two-year term.

New Store Hours: Mon. Tue. Wed.-8-6 Thur.8-7 Fri.-Sat.8-8
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Quality
Beef Does
Aszir Sell?

22

c

each
with every
$5 purchase

•r

LE
SA
K
EA
What
FULLY MATURED BFEF

Marsa fair question. But not an easy one to answer because
standard', different from any other meat merchant.

we have our own quality

know for grades of meat. As
These standards don't fit exactly the familiar terms you
just doesn't meet our
Choice,
S.
U.
graded
beef,
some
that
know.
an example, did you
buy by grade. We use
"Super-Right" specifications! It's true! You see... we don't
our own high standards to bring you the best values.
at all. It just means we're
That doesn't mean we don't approve of such grading -not
to reason we have to be or
stands
It
-Right."
"Super
label
we
very fussy about the beef
AaP wouldn't be America's number one meat merchant.
AAP?
Are "Super-Right" Meats a good reason for shopping
Kr.
They're one of many!

COLORFUL CASUAL IRONSTONE
big savings on every piece
during this Extraordinary Event

*
*
*
*
*

W UNABLE TO PURCHASE ANY ADVERTISED ITEM.

Lb. $119

PLEASE REQUEST A RAIN CHECK

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU JUNE 8Th

even bigger savings on two Bonus Value
features every weeka Bonus Value place setting piece
a Bonus Value accessory piece
your choice of two uncommonly
handsome patterns

T-BONE STEAK

CO..INC.
COMIGHT•INA,THE GREAT ATLANTIC•PACIFIC TV,

FISTS RIBS LIL
1ST I RIBS
LB.

7-R4CH CUT MI

Rib Roast

imlimiOririNCITT117.1..L4-..69C

cANs338

89t se;;;;ed Hain
99t BolognaI

BONELESS REEF

SLICED LB.

BOTTOM ROUND OR

•

111
"ma Immo.

Swiss Steak
anew

LB.

49C

Marshmallows=-A. 23t

7 year open stock guarantee at
regular prices

BONUS VALUE
THIS WEEK!
DINNER PLATES

22c

EIGHT O'CLOCK
COFFEE SALE!

"GRADE A"
1

APPLESAUCE

61-197c

(SAVE 2541

EIGHT.
OC LO C

LB. BAG

LAUNDRY
RINSE

Lemon Pie
Ball Donuts

OUR OWN
BONUS ACCESSORY
VALUE THIS WEEK!
4 SOUP PLATES

$199
no Purchase
reauired

STOCK UP ON BONU4
VALUE FEATURES
EVERY WEEK
Mat THE MOST OF BONUS VALUE WEEKS: COMPLETE SCHEDULE BELOW
11 COMPLETER PIECE OFFER
PLACE SETTING OFFER
BONUS WWI i
SPEC.
SPEC.
BONUS EVENT
SCHEDULE
BONUS EVENT
ITEM
ITEM
PRICE PRICE
PRICE PRICE
$1.99 $2.39
cil c 99 4 SOUP P
1/3 -15/1 DINNER PL
1.99 2.39
.39 4 SALAD Pt.
1/10-1/15 B & 8 KATE Ai
2.99 3.49
WITH
.79 SUG,GCREPAL
8/17-8/22 CUP
EVERY -L49
$5.00 I .39 YEN. BOWL
6/24-8/21 SAUCER
1.79 1-.99
;-E-P-.
7/1 -7/8 FRUIT DISH PURCHASE .39 SALT &-I.
1.99 2.39
7/8 -7/13 DINNER PL 92c .99 4 CER BOWLS
L99 2.39
.39 4 COF MUGS
1
.
7/11-7/29 11111PLATE 4
1.79 1.99
WITS .79 •Illi" MT Ti
7/22-7/27 CUP
EVERY
2.99 3.49
$5,00 .39 2•PC. CMS.
7/29-8/3 SAUCER
1.99 2.391
PURCHASE
.39 12- MIPUT.
RISS
FRUIT
0/5 -11/10
1.99 2.3
4 SOUP PL.
8/12-8/17 DINNER PL.
1.99 2.39
.39 4 SAM Pt.
1/19-4/24 e a I PLATE
1.49 1.159
WITH .79 GRAVY BOAT
8/28--1/31 CUP
EVERY
1.99 2.39
$5.00 .39 .4 CUL BOWLS
9/2 -1/7 SAUCER
1.99 2.39
1/1 -8/14 FRUIT DISH PUNGIMSE ,39 4 EN. MIlES
7 YEA* OPEN STOCK GUARANTEE
AU. PRICES RETURN TO REGULAR AFTER THIS SPECIAL EVENT
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22c"

FROSTED
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- 43c
35c

(GET 25 FREE TEA BAGS)

SLICED
fts• mos ogio'

ANN PAGE
SPECIAL LABEL49
QUART JAR

2

E

-39t
FRESH BULK

Crisco Oil

A&P FROZEN
LB. BAG

594

\

99 9:
8j

46-01.
CANS

ORANGE,GRAPE,
TROPICAL PUNCH,
PINEAPPLEGRAPEFRUIT

Baby Limas

"TASTE-TEMPTING"

FRUIT DRINKS I WATERMELONS1
(SAVE 160

Bibb Lettuce

P\
1'4
1

woo"°'"rwa 444614c8:144.,

ARP

1

t PINEAPPLE i
% 3":CANSz.$100 1
)Mayonnaise

.FLORIDA

Ballard Biscuits..6=494
3.41"
Margarine

ROYALTY

•

)k:19A

99"
r
""•••

47cAl

'F171EaZ
TENDER
GREEN
BEANS

PEG

TEA BAGS

are moo wow*

EN aft

GAJLITI /

(SAVE 84) 1-LI. BAG 584

Air •••

EACH WITH EVERY $5 PURCHASE
NO LIMIT ON NUMBER YOU MAY BUY

SAVE 114
!
1

$1168

JANE PARKER

BRIGHT SAtL

.,

MILD & MELLOW

TWO BONUS VALUES EVERY WEEK!

Roast ..

P

Hi PINT
SOTTLE

Roasted Planets

55t 2

Lea.

69t

arran,

'N Beaus"
Scott Napkins PorkSULTANA
FAMILY sizE

m. Si00
or
cl
51, PANS

3

41-0z.
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POLKA-DOTS BOUNCE BACK FOR YOUNG WOMEN OVER 25

Step into the New Look in
these white patent pump*
buckled with gold!
For young ladies over 25
whose fashion fancies are
marvelously Mod, but who
;till want an edge of elegance
in their fashion outlines, a
new look is fluttering across
the country quick as a wink.
Designers now have their
eye on the woman who is happy and sure of herself, keenly
interested in the world
around her, and eager to meet
it in a way that expresses her.
She is, in a word, Contemporary, and she wants to look it.
She'll take a fling at a fad,
but she wants her basic wardrobe to be fabulously fitting
for all occasions. (And there
are so many occasions!)
The gal who blew out her
25th birthday candle is often
aflame with places to go, special projects, and people to
meet — and she warms up to
outfits with interchangeable
accessories that are sure winners for the "quick change of
plan" artist.
Happy at home or out on
the town is just such an outfit — a deceptively simple
polka-dot dress in rayon and
silk, and with the look of
linen! The waist is gracefully
defined with a contrasting

Elegance is in the bag with
this white straw pouch purse
accented with gold handles.
gloves and bag shown in these
pictures.
Cheerful fashion is in the
bag with a white straw pouch
purse, its handle a chain of
gold. The look is topped off
with a wide, well-brimmed
hat for a luncheon date— and
fashion is back in the palm of
her hand when she slips on
the neat little white shorty
gloves. These, the dress and
the other accessories were recently chosen by the Sears
National Fashion Board in a
A polka-dot dress in rayon special collection of Spring
and silk with a look of linen, clothes that create a Total
gracefully belted,defines the Look for the Total Woman.
The clothes are well seaSpring fashion season.
soned with elegant good taste
white belt. The lady struts — but the basic mixture is fun
into Spring — and across the with flair.
pages of Sears new catalog —
Locally, the word among
in the white patent pumps, our fashion leaders is that
buckled with gold, and in the black is back. The little black
dress is making its big comeback. One from the collection
is in close-to-the-figure crepe,
fashionably V-necked, with a
wrapped sash at the waist
ending in a wide bow.
These are just a few of the
fashions that sing out delightFashion's in the palm of fully: for the young woman
your hand with these neat over 25, it's no longer true
little white shorty gloves that that clothes must be faddy.
...
are in for spring.
or fuddy!

Coffee Cup Chatter
In planning your summer clothing, why not add a "nothing
dress". It is so called because it
has no sleeves, or short ones, no
collar, no decoration, no belt, and
usually no color, black, gray, beige,
or white. It's wool, silk, linen, or
cotton. They are dresses that can
be worn for all occasions because
they can be changed in appearance
by the use of different accessories.
The important things about the
"nothing dress" are that it must
fit perfectly, be made of good fabric
expertly tailored.
...s. Cat)'.e i mpson

new raisin paste that stays spreadable has been developed each baker had to grind his own raisins; a
costly and time consuming process in making sticky buns and delectable Danish pastry. The secret
was in the heating, either before or
after grinding. Now the heat treated paste remains soft, spreadable
and keeps its natural color during
at least 6 months of storage. Raisin
Danish pastry and other pastries
using the raisin paste are being
used in increasing volume by bakers. This will also increase the demand for raisins, an excellent
source of iron and calcium.
—Mrs. M -.xine Griffin
I r.dry
.ter can be only
steps away ... • • - ier you want
it. This s. es tMe and energy .. .
Being seated at the dinner table.
takes much of the w
out of Stand behind your chair until the
washday.
hostess sits. Sit down from the left
You can forget okI-Lshioned side of the chair. Do not move the
clotheslines and bad weather chair unless it is necessary.
—Mrs. Patricia Everett
too. With an electric or gas dryer,
you must set it and forget it while
busy
Old-Fashion
fami`.
with
you're
or
your
Piano—It is not easy
entertaining friends. Electric heat to deal with an old-fashion upright
or gas heat gently dry your clothes piano, but it can be done. A piano
outdoor fresh . . . rea.ly to iron or doesn't after all have to stand
wear or lay away.
against the wall, an ungainly dark
—Mrs. Barl—ta Wrather.
case. It will recede gratifyingly if
it's painted to match the walls. Or,
New research—a raisin paste. A turn its back to the room and hide
•

TakeTen
and enjoy a true
bourbon of
Hiram Walker
quality.
Relax. Spend ten minutes with
Ten High. Sip it slow and easy.
Discover 86 proof straight Bourbon
whiskey all over again. Hiram
Walker style. At a welcome price!

HirarnWalker§

Ten High

tttossot
WAI.Kf

titi=n0
\SW WALKER
*

Ft N HIG_„4
0,

NA;ziwnairpanpay

Your best bourbon buy
$2.50 Pt. $4.004/s Qt.

Full Quart $5.00
(Tax Inehaled)
Se PROOF • 100 PROOF. BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA. ILL.

its innards with a sheet of plyboard
covered by the room's wallpaper, a
fabric used in the room, or a white
trellis to catch the philodendron or
ivy that trails from a row of five
or six white pots lined along the
piano's top.
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett

Carmen Weaks Graduates In Last
Class Of Historic St. Mary's
A one-of-a-kind graduation took
place Thursday (May 30) when 17
seniors of St. Mary's School of the
University of the South received
diplomas from Dr. Edward McCrady, vice-chancellor of the university, in All Saints' Chapel.
Among them was Carmen Weeks,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Parks
Weals.
When the Sisters of St. Mary
gave up operation of the 60-yearold college preparatory school for
girls last year, the University of
the South assumed responsibility
for it for one year. Mrs. Orville
Green, a prominent educator, postponed her retirement to serve as
headmistress.
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modern dance group of the school
WALKER EXPLORED!
and a play, "The Manufacturer of
Until Dr. Thomas Walker and a
Dreams," by the drama department, as well as the finale, the small band of surveyors entered
chaplain of the University of the grand procession and Maypole
Kentucky in 1760, it remained
South, and the commencement dance.
largely unchartered and unknown.
speaker was the Rev. G. Cecil
An
Honors
Assembly Wednesday
Woods, Jr., rector of Otey Parish
afternoon recognized students who
Church.
had distinguished themselves in
The valedictorian of the clam academic work.
was Kathleen Elizabeth Woods of
Sewanee, daughter of the commencement speaker and Mrs.
FILLIES DCFEATEDI
Woods.
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Paris For All Electric
Shavers AI:

The graduation exercises were
The Fulton Fillies were defeated
the final ritual of two days of tra- 9 to 3 in their first attempt of the
ditional observances at the girls' season to beat their arch rivals,
school.
the Kennedy Kids of Paducah.

Wednesday, May 29, was May
Day, with Carmen Weeks as May
Queen. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Parks Weeks of
Next fall local girls who have at- Fulton, Ky. Miss Weeks was
chosen
for the honor by her schooltended St. Mary's will be enrolled
in the Sewanee Military Academy, mates.
and there will no longer be a St.
As maid of honor the students
Mary's School. So it is that this selected Kathy Woods, the valedicyear's graduates will take part torian. Her four-year-old sister,
in a historic academic occasion as Caroline, was crown bearer. Memwell as a high water mark in their bers of the senior class and their
personal lives.
fathers made up the May Court.
The Thursday service was conMay Day events also included
ducted by the Rev. Joel W. Pugh, performances by the choir and the

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

WICK SMITH, REAL ESTATE
Phone 472.1292
FOR RENT, SALE or TRADE: Duplex, brick, carpet, air,
built in stove.
FOR SALE: Three bedrooin brick home, bath and V2, built in oven
and range, fenced In back yard. $2150.00 down and assume loan of
$12,500.00. Payment includes insurance and taxes. Vacant.
FOR SALE: 62-acre farm, located 9 miles north of Fulton, 40 acres
bean land. Reduced for fast sale. Five acres hog fenced. $10,S00,00,.

THE NEWS'
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4-H Emblem — The national 4-H
emblem is a four-leaf clover with
the letter "H" placed parallel to
the midrib of each clover. The
four H's stand for head, heart,
hands, and health. The four-leaf
clover, long a symbol of life, stands
for personal development. The emblem is protected by a copyright
held by the United States Department of Agriculture.
—Mrs. Dean Roper
How do we manage? The first
step is to plan-think ahead. Most
of us have good homemaking
equipment. Our bottleneck is time
planning. Do you make time work
for you or do you work for time?
We sometimes get so involved in
our responsibilities that we lose
sight of the most important objective of a home. If getting the daily
and weekly chores done and our
other activities leaves no time for
pleasant living, there is something
wrong with our management procedure.
—Miss Irma Hamilton
How can I get the bottom crust
of a pie to brown? The pastry recipe and the baking temperature
are important to the browning of a
pie crust. Pastry made by a rich
formula-one that contains a large
proportion of fat - browns more
readily than that made by a lean
formula. For good browning the
dough must be evenly mixed and
the piepan must be dry before the
crust is placed in it. An oven temperature of 400 degrees to 500 degrees F. to start baking is recommended primarily to brown the
lower crust.
—Miss Frances Hanes

New manufacturing processes
and techniques are continually creating new textile products which
possess unusual qualities. Such
items may require special care
routines. Specific information is
essential if the consumer is to obtain satisfactory performance and
maximum wear from textile products.
With the advance in technology,
the textile industry has taken
steps to lead to clearer, more uniform and informative labeling.
They have worked to design labels
that are easier for the consumer to
better understand how to use and
care for fabric made into clothing.
Do you read the labels?
—Mrs. Catherine Thompson

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
Ses us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulton

472-1341

For PEOPLE and COMMUNITIES
For ADVERTISERS, Too.
..
As a source of Information and a forum
for opinion, your newspaper works for
you, your family and community. As a
markoiplaas for products and services,
yoor newspaper helps you, and «Ivorthen,too. Count on your newspaper..
so gel Wags don*.
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Mrs. Chester Wade is in Memphis visiting her mother, Mrs.
Ethel Oliver, and sister, Miss Lynette Oliver.
A nice crowd attended the fith
grade graduation exercises at the
Cayce school auditorium Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Olshove, of
Detroit, spent the week end with
her sister, Mrs. Lurline Cruce.
Mrs. Harvey Taylor, of Detroit,
spent the week end with her mother, Mrs. Lurline Lusk, who is a
patient in the Fulton Hospital. We
wish Mrs. Lusk a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Cam:" 311
spent the week end in Hopkinsville
with their daughter, Mrs. Larry
Walker, Mr. Waner and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Keithly Cruce and
sons, Mrs. Lurline Cruce, Mrs.
Harvey Taylor and Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin OLshove were Saturday night
dinner guests at Reelfoot Lake.
„Sgt. and Mrs. Bennie Freeze and
daughters spent the week end with
his sister, Mrs. Keithly Crum, Mr.
Cruce and family.
Lon Naylor, of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., Floyd Naylor of Dallas and
William Harris of Winters, Texas,
were visitors in the Cayce community and also visited Miss Clarice Bondurant this week.

The farmers got a lot of work
done the past week and are hoping
for some nice weather this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winn of Colorado Springs, Colo., started for
their home Saturday, after a
week's visit with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and grandmother Mrs. Ammie Seay of near
Water Valley. Mrs. Winn's aunt,
Mrs. Sylvia Bock, accompanied
them on their visit to Kentucky.
Mrs. Hobard Floyd, of Chicago, Is
here to be with her mother, Mrs.
Otis LeCornu, who is in the Fulton
Hospital. She was struck by a car
several weeks ago and is not able
to walk much yet. Mrs. Floyd and
Scotty visited Mr. and Mrs. Vodie
Floyd of Pilot Oak Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Mai Ladd, of Clinton, was
the guest of her aunt and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Burnet Lowry, of
Pilot Oak, a few days last week.
Mrs. Ethel Stark, of Detroit,
visited her brother-in-law and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stark, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens of
near Water Valley, spent one day
recently with Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Rowland, of Lynn Grove. Mrs.
Rowland's mother, Mrs. Singleton,
fell and broke her arm recently
and is now a patient in the Murray
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence
and Mrs. Kate Be:Ahem, of California, are visit:ag relatives in the
Pilot Oak vicinity at this time.
Mrs. Ira Raines came home
Many gathered at New Salem Sunday from her sister's, Mrs. Dow
Baptist Church the past Sunday for Gilliam of Dukedom, where she
the annual homecoming. Rev. Rus- has been several days.
sell Rogers filled the pulpit at 11
Mrs. Edith Yates fell one day
a. m., bringing a well-delivered last week in the yard and bruised
sermon, following Sunday School herself up considerably, but no
at ten o'clock. Rev. Rogers chose bones were broken.
as his subject "The Homecoming
The former Jeanette McClure,
of the Saints." At noon a bountiful her husband and baby, from Calichurch
spread
the
on
was
repast
fornia, are visiting her mother,
grounds. The afternoon was de- Mrs. Ira McClure and her brother,
voted to gospel singing by class and James, and wife of this vicinity at
congregation from the church this time.
hymnal. The "Glad Five" singers,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hedge, of
from Benton, were the featured Pilot Oak, were called to Detroit
visitors and sang many fine num- one day last week to be at the
bers.
bedside of her father, Alvin Fester,
Mrs. May Harris of Jackson, who is critically ill.
Tenn., is here on a visit with chilMr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd and
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Har- Mrs. 0. F. Taylor attended decoraris. She has recently spent a few tion at Pinson Cemetery Sunday afmonths in Florida, guests of chil- ternoon. Mrs. Taylor's daughter,
dren who reside there.
Mrs. Joyce Scott, and daughters,
Leslie Lassiter of Fort Campbell of Lone Oak, visited with her later
arrived home Sunday on a 14-day in the afternoon.
furlough with his parents, after
graduating from basic training on
May 31. After furlough, he will report to Aberdeen, Md., for fourteen
weeks schooling. He is the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. RIItOn LasCorrection Notice: The dedication
siter.
Mrs. Inez Vincent, of near Pilot service for Good Springs Church
Oak, is visiting with her sister, will be the third Sunday, June 16,
Mrs. Grover True, and Mr. True at 2:30 p. m. instead of the date
previously announced. Particulars
and is enjoying her visit.
Dave Mathis isn't feeling quite of the service will be given in next
so well this week, although he is week's paper and we hope this
able to be up and around the change will not cause any inconhouse, continuing his medication. venience.
Terry Derreece is visiting with
J. Carbitt Rickman, will re-enter
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah and his uncle, J. H. Carmen, in Union
will undergo major surgery today City this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Vethro McClain, of
(Monday). Every good wish is exare visiting retended by all friends around this Hazel Park, Mich.,
latives and friends here and in
area for a quick recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. (Red) Harris Fulton.
Mrs. Augusta Reed is a patient
and mother, Mrs. Lula May HarHospital for
ris, of Lynnville, were here for the in Weakley County
Homecoming held at New Salem treatment.
Mrs. A. C. Bell had surgery in
Baptist Church, seeing relatives
Hospital at Memphis
and friends of their former home. the Baptist
doing as well
We have news of the illness of last week, but is not
my oldest brother, Eddie D. Las- as expected.
Harvey Neely has been confined
siter, who resides in Detroit, who
at his home this past
has borne infection requiring some to his bed
medication from his family phy- week.
Mrs. Winnie Cunningham returnsician. He is at home in Highland
Saturday, after spending
Park area, where they have lived ed home
two weeks wkh her son, Joe, and
eleven years or more. He is also
family in Newark, Ohio.
the brother of Buton Lassiter, near
here, and all of us send get-well
wishes to his beside and hope he
JOHNSON SHRINE
will quickly respond to treatment.
The home of Confederate Gen.
The Eddie Lassiter family made a
recent visit here and were moving Albert Sidney Johnston at Maysto Mayfield-Murray road to their ville is open as a shrine.
home purchased several months
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nix of Louisville spent the week end with
their mother, Mrs. Martha Croft, of
Hospital beds
District 17. They had a very nice
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Argo and
children, Chad and Kimberly of
!Heitman, are spending their vasethin in 'Tullahoma, Tenn., house
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Doyle Frields. They will also
spend some time In the Smokies.

Let us take inspiration from the enduring faith of our forefathers. In the modern
world, we, too, need faith to sustain us through trouble and tribulation. And we, too, can
find in faith a force for good, a source of strength, an ever-present comfort. Look to
faith ... and put your faith to work. Your local churches invite you to worship with
them, every Sunday.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

Baby beds
VIIC1111111 dennetsi
Floor polishers

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Hickman, Ky.
In Operation id Years

South Fulten, Term

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Vs. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-11153
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Union City, Tenn.
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